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Content description

(Audio)visual narrative module is divided in 3 main sections:

- (audio)visual elements

- storytelling beyond words

- (audio)visual storytelling: online and o�ine experiences
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Introduction



In this module you will learn how messages/stories can be build and expressed through

digital media. The idea is to raise awareness on how the audiovisual language shapes these

messages, and illustrate with examples of video, images and illustrated stories (outlining

well-known or creative examples).

Learning Objectives
When you complete this module, you will be able to:

You put into practice audiovisual communication in real life

situations, when for example, creating a congratulations

postcard, voice messaging a recipe to a friend, recording a

holidays video, creating an infographic for your CV, etc.

understand the (audio)visual element –



develop a storytelling on an online environment –



The duration of this module is estimated in 2 hours.

It includes the navigation through all the content, the realization of the proposed activities

and the quizzes for each section.

Besides this timing, you can spend as much time as you want exploring each of the examples

and ideas introduced in the module.

Remember: Practice will help you improve your skills and competences in the �eld of

audiovisual narrative.

analyse case studies on digital storytelling –
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Audiovisual is a generic term that can

 refer to forms of communication that

combine sound and image, as well as to

It is also use to refer the technology used for the

recording, treatment and display of

synchronized sound and image, or even to the
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(Audio)visual language elements

What does “Audiovisual” mean?



the products generated by these forms of

communication.

language used to generate meanings by

combining images and sound.

Photography is the art, application and practice of creating durable images by recording light
or other electromagnetic radiation, either electronically by means of an image sensor, or
chemically by means of a light-sensitive material such as photographic �lm.

The main elements of the audiovisual are:

PH O T O G R A PH Y I L L UST R AT I O N G R A PH I C S

PH O T O G R A PH Y I L L UST R AT I O N G R A PH I C S



An illustration is a decoration, interpretation or visual explanation of a text, concept or
process, designed for integration in published media such as posters, �yers, magazines, books,
teaching materials, animations, video games and �lms. Illustration also means providing an
example; either in writing or in picture form.
 

Graphics are visual images or designs on a surface - such as a wall, canvas, screen, paper, or
stone - to inform, illustrate, or entertain.
 
In contemporary usage, it includes a pictorial representation of data -as in computer-aided
design and manufacture - in typesetting and the graphic arts, and in educational and
recreational software.

PH O T O G R A PH Y I L L UST R AT I O N G R A PH I C S





You can use audiovisual elements in order to create a narrative,
that is your story.

To do so you should follow some main steps



Research, Explore, Learn

Research the topic(s) associated with your narrative, use scholarly and popular

resources, as appropriate.

Step 1



Outline, StoryBoard, Plan

Storyboarding is the �rst step towards understanding sound and images. It is the

plan or blueprint that will guide the decision-making about images, video and sound.

Simple storyboards will only have room for images/video and the script

Step 2



Gather, Create, Modify

Collect/Index your Media Created in a folder for storing the media associated with

your narratives (eg. images, maps, documents) and keep track of web-based

resources during the course of your research, for an easy recall when the time comes

to construct your narrative.

 

Create graphics, videos, photographs - as appropriate - to use with your narrative.

 

Modify items (if permitted) to �t with your narrative.

Step 3



Create your Narrative

Step 4



Publish and Share

Step 5
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A well-constructed narrative or timeline allows us to see the patterns and connections that

matter among audiovisual element and can help readers explore a topic through time and

geography.

If your narrative is sequenced in time you are constructing a

timeline.



Create a clear narrative –

The most e�ective timelines are those that provide a well-constructed narrative.
 
Though presented in a visual form, timelines are much like any research paper or story.
 
They work best when they have a good organizational structure and the order of the argument
makes sense.

Incorporate a range of media –

Images are only one way to ground your text. Charts, maps, primary documents, links to other
sources, and video can give your project a more robust feel and provide your reader with
further avenues to explore on the topic.

Reference external content –

Timelines let you present a broad range of information.
 
If there are authoritative sources (eg. Websites, journal articles) that cover the subject,
consider linking directly to them.



See some examples of digital narratives at:

https://visual-narrative.com/

A C T I V I T Y

https://visual-narrative.com/


ACTIVITY

Now, think about creating a narrative about you.

First, de�ne a plan in order to prepare a narrative, gather the resources, create your narrative.

After that, you can publish and share.



Did you understand the key concepts, are you ready for the test?

Let’s go!
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Questions

01/03

Audiovisual is a generic term that can  refer to forms of communication that

combine sound and image, as well as to the products generated by these forms

of communication.

True

False



Questions

02/03

Make the correct matches

Photography

Graphics

An illustration

is the art, application and practice of
creating durable images by recording
l

are visual images or designs on a
surface - such as a wall, canvas,
screen, paper

is a decoration, interpretation or
visual explanation of a text, concept



Questions

03/03

Which are the steps to prepare digital narratives?

Step One: Research, Explore, Learn

Step Two: Outline/StoryBoard/Plan

Part Three:  Gather, Create, Modify

Part Four: Create your Narrative

Part Five: Publish and Share

Step One: Outline/StoryBoard/Plan

Step Two: Research, Explore, Learn

Step Three:  Gather, Create, Modify

Step Four: Create your Narrative

Step Five: Publish and Share 



Step One: Create your Narrative

Step Two: Research, Explore

Step Three:  Gather, Create, Modify

Step Four: LearnOutline/StoryBoard/Plan

Step Five: Publish and Share
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Storytelling beyond words

Audiovisual Technology 

 Audiovisual Technology is a general term for the process

of constructing a set of operations, methods and



A Storytelling is the art of telling good a stories according to a timeline. The story may be

told using still photography, illustration, or video, and can be enhanced with graphics, music,

voice or other audio.

Storytelling is the art of telling stories while engaging to people. But as simple as it sounds,

the technique is considered a breakthrough in the world of advertising and marketing, and

many companies have adhered to it.

techniques based on video resources and resulting in

competence training. This technology is based on use of

audio and visual channels of information perception. It

permits to organize the perception in maximal value.



It is possible to identify three macro sectors where
storytelling are used: cinema, web and television. 

Storytelling is used in cinema

C I N E MA WE B  PR O DUC T S T E L E V I SI O N

C I N E MA WE B  PR O DUC T S T E L E V I SI O N



Storytelling is also used on web products.
 

Storytelling is also used on TV products.

C I N E MA WE B  PR O DUC T S T E L E V I SI O N
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Creating a good story



This can be done through the demonstration of

feelings, with the creation of tense scenarios,

�ashbacks or through a chosen point of view.

As long as they are connected with the

story and language, the audience will

better understand the main idea.

To tell a good story you do not have to be like George Lucas and the Star Wars saga, for

example.

Little stories of people's daily lives can be transformed and told in such a way that everyone

can identify with and be moved by.

For example, for businesses, the greater the customer's connection to product history, the

greater will be his engagement with the brand and, of course, with all that it represents.

The story must be connected with the strategy and characterization

of the company or the person, so that your viewer perceives

authenticity and identi�es with your brand or message.



Look at the example of the Kit Kat storytelling:

Product History: Kit Kat Chocolate

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_OwJAfP3XA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTlBKOPEfshlmLpU5nZ1f1Q


It is already more than proven that suspense makes the viewer more involved with

the story.

This is because when the viewer has no idea of the end of the story, he will remain involved,

until he �nds out how it ends.

In this way, as you build your stories, try to keep the suspense to the end, so that the

end result of the story is unexpected from when it begins to be told.

C O NT I NU E







Storytelling beyond words - Areas of applicability

Take a look at this examples of audiovisual storytelling



Photojournalism

Photojournalism is a particular form of journalism (the collecting, editing, and

presenting of news material for publication or broadcast) that employs images in

order to tell a new story.

It is usually understood to only refer to still images, but in some cases the term also

refers to video used in broadcast journalism.

See more examples at:

http://www.topdesignmag.com/great-examples-of-photojournalism/

Area 1

http://www.topdesignmag.com/great-examples-of-photojournalism/


Stigmatized products

In this area is also very important to use digital storytelling as a solution to

communicate about stigmatized products.

See other examples at:

https://uk.intimissimi.com

Area 2

https://uk.intimissimi.com/


Tourism Marketing

Storytelling about places is recognized as a tool to enhance the reputation of regions

as they compete for tourism and economic development in the digital age.

The way local governments and cultural organizations understand and encourage

storytelling about places (“place storytelling”) can have a signi�cant impact on the

success of a region competing for tourism.

Place storytelling enables local stakeholders to tell their personal stories about their

beloved places.

Local governments and cultural organizations can use it to encourage and manage

stakeholder engagement in a multilevel process for improving regional service

system marketing and communications in the digital age.

See other examples at:

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/opinion/shaping-the-destination-brand-through-

video-storytelling/

Area 3

https://www.thinkdigital.travel/opinion/shaping-the-destination-brand-through-video-storytelling/


 



Education

Storytelling is a tool that can be used to explore the past while simultaneously

encouraging positive future behaviors and actions.

When listening to a story, the listener enters a new world, an agreed-upon place and

time, and embarks on a journey supplied with imagined smells, sounds, and

emotions.

See other examples at:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLVqFoG-nt4

Area 4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLVqFoG-nt4


Foreign languages

Storytelling is very important for teaching foreign languages.

Video resources allow the demonstration of the object of study – a foreign language –

in real conditions. Video allows to demonstrate not only a language but the whole

environment where it exists, including cultural, social, ethnic, and many other

aspects.

See some example at:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/other/quick�x/

Area 5

http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/other/quickfix/
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What about sound effects?



Through sound e�ects, you can get your

viewers involved with your story, as well

as helping to get the message across.

After all, they are responsible for bringing a

tone of reality to their audiovisual productions,

helping in the viewer's immersion in the story.

One of the great bene�ts of sound e�ects is that they make the story sound more real

and also help promote a greater engagement of their audience. By adjusting the sound

we are able to evoke certain emotions on the members of the audience.

Either in the transition of scenes, an animation to tell a

certain passage of history, or in various applications, the use

We are not talking about

expensive e�ects that



of special e�ects will encourage the viewer to imagine the

events told and to convey to the reality reported, in addition to

giving an easier understanding of the content.

require a lot of work.

Nowadays there are several

editing software that aid in

the production of special

e�ects for videos, including

mobile applications.

C O NT I NU E

You will �nd some free sound e�ects for your creations at

https://www.free-sounds.net/special-sound-e�ects.htm 

Some key aspects to check when creating your audiovisual

stories



Attribution: each Image, Video and other media element is given attribution
Captions:  each Image, video and other media element includes a caption
Byline:  the byline accurately re�ects the narrative’s authorship

I N T E L L E C T UA L  I N T E G R I T Y C O N T E N T

I N T E L L E C T UA L  I N T E G R I T Y C O N T E N T



Subtitle:  the subtitle is concise (just a few words) and enhances/clari�es the narrative’s title
Data Visualizations: selective use of data visualizations can make complex datasets accessible
Maps: identify the location(s) associated with your topic to provide context

Storytelling - Checklist



A C T I V I T Y

Text is presented in a way that is visually appealing and encourages the reader to

engage and keep reading the entire narrative

Breakouts, Cards and Doubles are used to create a “�ow” and to provide the

reader with a dynamic reading experience

Media elements are selected because they help the reader understand better the

topic – and are NOT simply a visual distraction to the narrative

Sources are cited and a Cited Sources section is located at the bottom of the

narrative



ACTIVITY

Now it is your turn to exemplify some areas of storytelling applications.

Browse in the Internet to �nd, at least, one example for each of the areas mentioned in this

section.



Time to check how much you learned, good luck!
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Quiz nº 2



Questions

01/03

Storytelling stimulates the use of imagination

True

False



Questions

02/03

Which of the following is an advantage of storytelling?

Storytelling is one person telling another person something

Storytelling needs a particular equipment

Storytelling encourages reserch

All the below are storytelling advantages



Questions

03/03

Storytelling about places is recognized as a tool to enhance the reputation of

regions

True

False



In this unit we've put together some examples of storytelling, not only to give you a better

perception of the meaning, but also to inspire you to create your own.

It's important to remember that the cases that we’ve highlighted here began in the year 2011,

which may not sound so recent. But despite the date, the term really only took shape and

gained prominence recently, as people understand better the technique and how to use it to

enhance their strategies.
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Online and of�ine storytelling experiences

(Audio)visual storytelling: online and of�ine experiences



C O NT I NU E

Storytelling is the most powerful way to put ideas into
the world

Robert McKee

Now, take a look at these six great examples of storytelling that stayed

in history!





Real Beautiful – Dove

Today the brand is already famous for this type of content. From time to time we have

another charming campaign that encourages women to empower themselves, to see

themselves as holders of beauty and strength. But whoever sees the content produced by

Dove today may have forgotten that it all started back in 2013.

 

In the campaign of Real Beauty, the brand invited women to be drawn in two ways: the �rst

would be from the way they see themselves and the second from the point of view of each

other. And there is when we see a change: in the eyes of others, most of the �aws they point

out do not exist.

Dove Real Beauty Sketches | You’re more beautiful than you think …

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=litXW91UauE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0uGC_EBwAxw3ljqeGjy2qw
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English in CCAA – CCAA

The video is, in fact, the sequence of the CCAA campaign. In it, we follow the trajectory of two

characters who �nd challenges and can not get out of them because of the anxiety they feel

when it comes to putting their English to the test. The campaign was launched in mid-2012

and featured celebrities Megan Fox, Mike Tyson and Bruce Willis.

The advertisements were short, but the simple message with that touch of humor made the

videos have a huge impact. So of course this is one of the examples of storytelling that could

not be left out of the list!



CCAA Commercial MEGAN FOX GABRIEL SOUSA and MIKE TYSON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pghwO4NG78c
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrInB9CG-vE2IHhGg-Vscbg


C O NT I NU E

CCAA Commercial MEGAN FOX GABRIEL SOUSA and MIKE TYSON

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pghwO4NG78c
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCrInB9CG-vE2IHhGg-Vscbg


Every Form of Love – O Boticário

From time to time, O Boticário has invested in more elaborate advertisements, with a focus on

people. The result of this are contents like the campaign that had as a soundtrack the famous

song by Lulu Santos,Toda Forma de Amor.

C O NT I NU E

Dia dos Namorados O Boticário

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p4b8BMnolDI
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBzHXqTZlKVe_aoDU5cbfRw


Fight Like a Girl – Always

A list of storytelling examples without the Fight Like a Girl campaign (What does it mean:

Doing Girl Like Things?) would not be a complete list. Launched in 2014, the advertisement

shows men, women, girls and boys, of all ages.

The director asks them to stage several things. During the requests, he directs participants to

do some things like �ght, run and play sports as girls would and the answer to that is

incredible.

The work aims to question the reason for using

the term “like a girl" as something pejorative.

From its launch year to today, the video is still

used to provoke re�ection and, since it become

viral, it certainly made many people question

the use of this phrase.

Oh, it's cool to say that even three years

after its production, the video continues to

circulate on the internet. This year it

gained even more prominence because it

is an issue that is increasingly discussed

online: gender equality.



If you have not watched the video yet, this is your time. Here

you see one of the  greatest examples of storytelling, as well

as a lifelong lesson. What are you waiting for?

C O NT I NU E

A dramatic surprise in a quiet square - TNT 

Always #LikeAGirl

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjJQBjWYDTs
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCedcH2kb9dRn6qPcafYF48g


Sometimes mixing reality and �ction is a good combination! By making the borders between

both, also between online and o�ine, is a strategy that facilitates audicence engagement.

TNT launched this campaign to publisize this new TV channel in Belgium.

Don’t know the campaign? Watch it now. This is one of the best examples of storytelling that

cannot be lacking in your journey of knowledge and inspiration of the technique.

 

A DRAMATIC SURPRISE ON A QUIET SQUARE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=316AzLYfAzw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXTmeNzlTC0yM545gbsMz3Q
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In the end, that's the result we all look for when we release the material, right?

Now we have an even bigger mission. Let's learn how to put these storytelling examples into

practice!

The lesson is that a well-told story stirs up the imagination, the

emotions, and can yield incredible results for brands. Look how much

time has passed since some of these examples and they are still in our

memory ...



The mentioned storytelling examples are so engaging that one detail may have gone

unnoticed - they all have a pattern.

Even with the di�erences of audience, time, campaign objective, the above stories follow a

common structure: the logic of storytelling.



The hero´s journey - classic storytelling structure

The construction of this technique is presented in four concepts



Beginning of the story

The �rst point should introduce the beginning of the story. That is, presenting the

characters and their own stories, the context in which they are involved and also give

the idea of what motivations and events will transform their journey.

In the introduction, you will present your character, and it is crucial to already create

a connection with your viewer so that he becomes interested in your story.

The tip to hit right away is: de�ne your personal and know very well the audience

that will listen to you, so you can get some empathy.

Step 1



The challenges

The second point will present the challenges that the characters face and that will

motivate them to transform their journey. Seek new knowledge and tools, with the

goal of facing and overcoming their problems.

It is through the way you present the problem that the interest of your audience will

be awaken.

Ideally, it identi�es itself with the problem, but also knows that you may encounter

challenges along the way.

Step 2



Overcoming problems

In his/her journey, our character with face di�erent challenges and will be tested to

proof his/her capacities. Overcoming the problem(s) is a key part of the story. How

can he/she do it?

The more ingenious and innovative the way to face and solve the challenges is, the

more interesting it will be for your audience. Surprise them with your approach!

 

Step 3



The return

After winning the challenges and solving the problems, the characters return to their

beginning point.

However this time with new skills and knowledge (be it yourself, the environment,

or even new tools)

This moment is when in solving the problem, there was a change in the life of the

"hero".

Here the journey concludes, and the story ends.

Step 4



A C T I V I T Y

Can you manage to cacth your audience interest?

Remember: practice is the key of sucess!



ACTIVITY

Search on the web other examples of storytelling based campaings and select the one you like

the most.

Share it on social networks!



Let´s see how much you learned!
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Questions

01/03

Most of the storytelling examples we can �nd have a common

Pattern

Context

Character



Questions

02/03

Guess the correct terms that �ll the blanks in this sentence: A well-told story stirs

up the               , the                , and can yield incredible results for brands.

imagination

emotions

patience

brain





Questions

03/03

The classical storytelling structure is called

The hero´s challenge

The hero´s journey

The hero´s life


